About four hundred years ago Spanish freebooters returning from Nueva Granada brought back the tale of El Dorado, giving new impetus to the greatest gold rush in history. In the scramble that followed, countless gold-hungry Europeans perished in the steaming jungles and icy mountain passes of South America, the River of the Amazons was discovered, and over half a continent was explored. But the legendary El Dorado was not found.
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Today in Bogota the Museo del Oro has made that sixteenth-century golden legend a twentieth-century reality. The museum is a creature of the initiative, foresight, and imagination of Dr. Luis-Angel Arango, the Managing Director, and his colleagues at the Banco de la Republica. In I939, in an effort to preserve an important part of the artistic patrimony of Colombia, they persuaded the Governing Board of the bank to establish a museum devoted exclusively to pre-Hispanic goldwork of that country and embark on a program of acquiring and exhibiting only the finest examples. Within the short space of fifteen years the museum has assembled from every region of the country a collection embracing over six thousand seven hundred fine pieces, more than four times the total number of gold objects from Colombia in all the other museums and private collections in the world. This monumental undertaking is all the more remarkable considering the rapacity of the early conquistadores, the unprecedented gift to Spain of the "Treasure of the Quimbayas" in 1892, and the depredations of generations of guaqueros (grave robbers), whose finds either were sold clandestinely to collectors or went directly into the melting pot.
With The student who seeks precise archaeological data will be disapointed. The archaeology of Colombia is a neglected field. Excavations have been few, and most of the objects in this exhibition are the result of chance finds by guaqueros, who for obvious reasons make no records and disclose no information. However, within recent years Rivet, Margain, and P6rez de Barradas have begun to devote serious attention to the wealth and variety of the Gold Museum's collection, and much can be hoped for as a result of their studies.
In the meantime, the pieces speak for themselves; and, despite the relative lack of documentation, both the uninitiated casual visitor and the scholar can enjoy their beauty and superb craftsmanship on an equal footing.
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